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Abstract
Global warming imposes great challenges, and anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions have to be reduced
by active measures. The transportation sector is one of the key sectors where significant reductions are
desired. Within a vehicle, the cooling/thermal management system is a subsystem intended for temperature
control of automotive components. Reducing the power consumption for thermal management is one of
several possible ways to reduce the environmental impact of the vehicle. This report considers an existing
reference cooling system, with three separate circuits at different temperature levels. The purpose is to
suggest improvements to the reference system with respect to increasing energy efficiency as well as reducing
the number of components. Potential improvements are identified during a literature study, and then
evaluated one by one. After the first evaluation, four improvements are selected: Firstly, a liquid-to-liquid
heat exchanger in high temperature circuit, with connections to both the medium and low temperature
circuits. Secondly, common medium/low temperature radiators, which can be allocated according to cooling
demand. Thirdly, pipe connections for coolant transfer between the low and medium temperature circuits.
Finally, a liquid-cooled condenser in the active cooling system, cooled by the medium temperature circuit.
The result is a system with flexible radiator allocation, more even load distribution, ability to heat
components using heat losses from other components, and one radiator less than the reference system. A
complete system evaluation is performed in order to find the most beneficial arrangement of the
components. Steady state calculations are performed in MATLAB, using five different operational cases as
input data. Out of six different alternatives, one is recommended for high load operation and another for
low load operation. The difference between the two is the position of the condenser, since a low
condensation temperature should be prioritized at part load but not at high load. The main uncertainties of
this report are steady state calculations, which are not fully reflecting real driving situations, and
approximations due to lack of input data. For further work, verification of these results by transient
simulations and practical testing is recommended. Removing one of the high temperature radiators could
be investigated, as well as downsizing the medium temperature radiator. Integration with the cabin thermal
management system, which is beyond the scope of this report, is also a relevant area for future investigation.
By suggesting improvements to an automotive subsystem, this report strives to make a difference on a smallscale level, but also to contribute to an ongoing transition process on the global level.

Keywords
Cooling, thermal management, energy efficiency, vehicle, automotive.
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Sammanfattning
Den globala uppvärmningen medför stora utmaningar, och de antropogena växthusgasutsläppen måste
minskas genom aktiva åtgärder. Transportsektorn är en av de viktigaste sektorerna där avsevärda
utsläppsminskningar eftersträvas. I ett fordon är kylsystemet ett delsystem avsett att kontrollera
temperaturen på komponenter som är viktiga för fordonets funktion. Att sänka kylsystemets
effektförbrukning är ett av flera möjliga sätt att minska fordonets miljöpåverkan. Den här rapporten utgår
från ett befintligt referenskylsystem, med tre separata kretsar som arbetar vid olika temperaturnivåer. Syftet
är att föreslå förbättringar för att öka energieffektiviteten, samt minska antalet komponenter i systemet.
Potentiella förbättringar identifieras genom en litteraturstudie, och utvärderas därefter en efter en. Efter
denna utvärdering väljs fyra förbättringar ut: För det första, en vätskevärmeväxlare i högtemperaturkretsen,
med anslutningar till både mellan- och lågtemperaturkretsen. För det andra, gemensamma mellan- och
lågtemperaturkylare, som kan fördelas mellan kretsarna efter behov. För det tredje, röranslutningar för
överföring av kylvätska mellan låg- och mellantemperaturkretsen. Slutligen, en vätskekyld kondensor i det
aktiva kylsystemet, vilken kyls av mellantemperaturkretsen. Resultatet är ett kylsystem med flexibel
tilldelning av kylare, jämnare fördelning av värmeförluster, möjlighet att värma komponenter med
förlustvärme från andra komponenter, samt en kylare mindre än referenssystemet. Som sista steg genomförs
en helsystemsutvärdering, för att hitta det mest fördelaktiga sättet att placera komponenterna i förhållande
till varandra. Stationära beräkningar utförs i MATLAB, med fem olika driftfall som indata. Av sex olika
utformningar rekommenderas en för drift med hög belastning, och en annan för drift med lägre belastning.
Skillnaden mellan dem är kondensorns placering, på grund av att en låg kondensationstemperatur bör
prioriteras vid låg belastning men inte vid hög belastning. Den största osäkerheten i tillvägagångssättet är de
stationära beräkningarna, som inte helt motsvarar verkliga körfall, samt approximationer som gjorts vid brist
på indata. För framtida arbete rekommenderas verifiering av dessa resultat genom transienta simuleringar
och praktiska tester. Att ta bort en av högtemperaturkylarna och/eller minska storleken på
mellantemperaturkylaren kan också undersökas. Även integration med kupéns värme- och kylsystem, vilket
ligger utanför ramen för denna rapport, är ett relevant område för fortsatta undersökningar. Genom att
föreslå förbättringar av ett delsystem i ett fordon strävar denna rapport efter att åstadkomma förbättringar
på liten skala, men också att bidra till en pågående omvandling på den globala skalan.

Nyckelord
Kylsystem, kylning, värmehantering, energieffektivisering, fordon.
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Terminology
Abbreviations
Denotation
AC
BiTe
CFD
CO2
GHG
GWP
HT
HTC
HX
IHX
LT
LTC
MT
MTC
ODP
ORC
PCM
TEG

Explanation
Air conditioning
Bismuth telluride
Computational fluid dynamics
Carbon dioxide
Greenhouse gas
Global warming potential
High temperature
High temperature circuit
Heat exchanger
Internal heat exchanger
Low temperature
Low temperature circuit
Medium temperature
Medium temperature circuit
Ozone depletion potential
Organic Rankine cycle
Phase change material
Thermoelectric generator

Quantities
Denotation
COP
Ė
h
m
p
Q
Q̇
T
t
V̇
η
ρcp

Explanation
Coefficient of performance
Power
Specific enthalpy
Mass
Pressure
Heat
Heat transfer rate
Temperature
Time
Volume flow rate
Efficiency
Volumetric heat capacity
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Subscripts
Denotation
c
Carnot
comp
cond
cooling
evap
in
p
pump
tot
trans
w

Explanation
Cold
Related to the Carnot cycle
Compressor
Condenser
Related to cooling capacity
Evaporator
Inlet
Constant pressure
Related to pumps
Total
Phase transition
Warm
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1 Introduction
The current global warming is imposing a great challenge on mankind. Global mean temperature has
undergone an increase by around 0.85 °C between 1880 and 2012, of which the major part has occurred
since 1980. Examples of environmental issues related to global warming are ocean acidification, glacier
degradation, sea level rise, biodiversity loss and extreme weather events. Increased anthropogenic
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are with extremely high likelihood significantly contributing to global
warming [1]. A target of keeping global mean temperature rise below 2 °C compared to pre-industrial values
was adopted during the Paris conference in 2015. If net anthropogenic GHG emissions have been
eliminated by 2060-2075, the probability of reaching this target is 66 % [2]. The European Union’s target is
20 % renewable energy, a 20 % GHG emission reduction, and a 20 % energy efficiency improvement
compared to the levels of 1990. This is to be reached by 2020, which requires active measures [3].
The transport sector contributed to 14 % of global anthropogenic GHG emissions in 2010, and is
considered a key sector together with industry and buildings [1]. In the European Union, transportation
accounts for 25 % of total GHG emissions and is the only sector where emissions are still increasing. Within
this sector, road transport is the most GHG emitting subsector with 20 % of total emissions [3]. Wide
implementation of propulsion systems other than internal combustion engine vehicles using fossil fuels is
desired to reduce transport GHG emissions. Development of alternative fuels and technologies is in
progress, and there is a trend towards higher energy efficiency and away from fossil fuels [2] [4].
Another way of increasing energy efficiency and reducing environmental impacts is to minimize parasitic
losses (energy consumption for other purposes than propulsion). The cooling system, or thermal management
system, is one of several subsystems contributing to parasitic losses. Its purpose is to keep powertrain
components within their specified temperature ranges, thereby avoiding quick component degrading and/or
emergency stops due to overheating. The number of separate cooling circuits might be as high as five, which
leads to increased weight and parasitic losses. By addressing challenges related to thermal management,
substantial improvements may be achieved [5].
The United Nations define sustainability as consisting of three pillars: Ecologic, social and economic
sustainability [6]. Ecologic sustainability includes supporting the natural processes of the Earth [7] as well
as avoiding unsustainable patterns of production and consumption. Social sustainability focuses on
eliminating poverty [6] as well as enhancing the health and well-being of people. Economic sustainability
can be interpreted as providing non-polluting technology which the customers can afford [7]. Increased
energy efficiency is an important contribution to sustainability, even though a wide perspective involving
new business management strategies is required to make the transportation system fully sustainable [8] [9].

1.1 Scope and Limitations
This report targets the thermal management system of a road vehicle. It primarily aims to contribute to
reducing environmental impacts by increasing energy efficiency, as well as increasing the affordability of the
vehicle by reducing the number of components required. The purpose is the following:
•

Suggest potential improvements to the reference thermal management system, with respect to
a) overall thermal management (circuit merging, heat exchange between circuits)
b) reducing number of components
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To make the task manageable within the available time frame, not all possible improvements can be
considered. This work focuses on improvements not involving modification of other thermal management
systems within the vehicle. In other words, integration with passenger compartment heating and air
conditioning (AC) systems is not considered. Regulation strategies for fan and pump controlling are also
beyond the scope of this report. Furthermore, no practical testing is performed. This is a theoretical work,
intended to suggest suitable improvements for further theoretical and practical evaluation.

1.2 General Methodology
A literature study is performed in order to identify possible improvements of several different types.
Information is retrieved from a wide range of sources, including scientific reports, industry literature, and
patents. An evaluation is performed for each preliminary suggestion, to estimate its improvement potential.
The most relevant driving case for each separate improvement is studied. Out of all preliminary suggestions,
those that are found to be beneficial for the vehicle considered are selected and combined into a complete
thermal management system. Suggestions that may be relevant in the longer term are suggested for further
research. Finally, a general thermal calculation is performed for the entire system proposed. This calculation
considers several driving cases, in order to give a more comprehensive evaluation and capture possible
interaction effects of the separate improvements. Calculations are mainly performed using the
computational software MATLAB.
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2 Analysis
2.1 Reference System
The components receiving thermal management from the reference system are grouped in three different
temperature levels: Low temperature (LT), medium temperature (MT), and high temperature (HT). The
corresponding circuits are denoted low temperature circuit (LTC), medium temperature circuit (MTC), and
high temperature circuit (HTC).
2.1.1 Low Temperature Circuit
Preferred temperature range of the LT components is relatively low and narrow [10], and they may need
thermal management in three different ways depending on ambient temperature and operating conditions.
Consequently, the LTC is equipped with a vapour compression system for active cooling, a radiator for
passive cooling, and a heater for coolant heating at low ambient temperatures [11] [12]. The radiator and
condenser have one fan each, and coolant is coolant is water with 50 vol. % glycol.
Thermal inertia of the LT components is significant, and transient studies are needed to capture their true
thermal behaviour [13] [14]. Unlike the other two circuits, the LTC is designed to operate constantly during
the entire lifespan of the vehicle. This is due to the LT components needing thermal management even
when the vehicle is not in operation [15]. A schematic drawing of the circuit is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic drawing of the LTC.

2.1.2 Medium Temperature Circuit
The MTC has all MT components connected in series with the radiator, and is shown schematically in Figure
2. Coolant is water/glycol 50 %, and the radiator is equipped with two fans.
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Figure 2. Schematic drawing of the MTC.

2.1.3 High Temperature Circuit
The HTC uses automatic transmission oil for thermal management of the HT component [16]. There are
two radiators, connected in parallel and having one fan each. A schematic picture of the circuit can be found
in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Schematic drawing of the HTC.

One issue related to the HTC is high oil viscosity when the oil gets cold during standstill at low ambient
temperature. At a cold start, high pressure is built up by the pump in order to move the cold oil around the
circuit until it gets warm. This situation should preferably be avoided if possible [17].

2.2 Literature Study
2.2.1 Concept and Layout
A conceptual simulation [13] investigated layouts with four circuits, where the MTC is split in two circuits.
Besides a reference case with no internal heat exchange, one alternative features a common expansion tank
for the HTC and MTC (which have the same coolant in this simulation). This alternative is found to have
more even fan speeds and lower fan power compared to the reference, due to a more even distribution of
the cooling load. Three further options are mentioned, the first one having heat exchange between the HTC
and MTC. This is found to give robustness and higher thermal inertia, but also higher costs and pressure
losses. Next option has a common expansion tank for the HTC and the two MT circuits. This gives
component savings, even though high flow rates through the expansion tanks are not favourable. No
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detailed calculations were made for the two latter alternatives due to small expected improvements
compared to the reference. The last option with one MT component incorporated in the HTC was found
to save components, but has higher fan power and fan noise compared to the reference [13]. Heat exchange
between the LTC and HTC has not been considered, since temperature difference between the circuits is
large and active LT cooling is obstructed [18].
Another simulation [11] is made for both hot and normal ambient temperature. Thermal masses were
intentionally kept low, in order not to overestimate system performance. It was found that the HTC cooling
performance is sensitive to oil flow and temperature, and recommended maximum flow rates for the LTC
and MTC are specified.
In report [19] different oil cooling solutions using a HT-MT heat exchanger (HX) were studied. One
alternative without an air-cooled radiator was found not to meet performance or noise requirements. An
alternative with a small air-cooled radiator has somewhat better performance, but fails to meet requirements
and has high parasitic losses. High fan powers are caused by a reduction of the MT radiator size in order to
give space for the oil radiator. It’s stated that direct oil cooling requires lower air flow through the radiator
than indirect cooling, due to the higher inlet temperature difference in the former case.
Another possibility is a connection from the MTC to a three-way valve right before the LT radiator. The
purpose is to use the LT radiator as an additional MT radiator during active LT cooling, when no passive
cooling is used for the LTC. This mode may also be used when the MT components have a high cooling
demand and active LT cooling is accepted, even if passive LT cooling would be possible [20].
LT component heating in cold weather can be partly accomplished by using heat losses from HT and/or
MT components. This minimizes utilization of the LTC heater, thereby reducing power consumption. Two
pipes may be used for leading hot coolant from the MTC to the LTC, through the LT components and
back to the MTC [21]. In combination with the HTC-MTC heat exchanger, this means that all three circuits
are thermally connected to each other. A valve closing the MTC-LTC connection between the circuits is
needed, to avoid coolant mixing when this is undesired. This is when the LT radiator is operating close to
its maximum capacity and no additional heat can be rejected, or when active cooling is used [18]. The LTC
and MTC may also have a common expansion tank with connections to both circuits, which could be used
for coolant transfer between circuits. If the MTC also contains a heater for cabin heating, the LTC heater
could possibly be removed. Capacity problems may arise at very low ambient temperatures [21].
According to [22], the LT components, LT radiator and chiller could be positioned on different branches
instead of being series connected. This makes it possible to have different flow rates and temperature levels
in each of the above components. Consequently, a heat pump mode for cabin heating at low ambient
temperatures is enabled. In this operational mode, cold coolant absorbs heat from the ambient air in the
radiator, and then reaches the chiller where heat is transferred to the refrigerant. The vapour compression
system has a liquid-cooled condenser rejecting heat to the MTC, where the heated coolant can be used for
cabin heating. A consequence of introducing a chiller loop is that an additional pump is required. Dual
pump mode is likely to give a more even load distribution between pumps, which is desirable for pump
dimensioning and energy efficiency. One disadvantage is that the radiator stream has to pass through the
chiller, even when the chiller is not in use. This causes additional pressure drop, which increases pumping
power [23]. Apart from heat pump mode, using a liquid-cooled condenser is a way of saving components,
since an air-cooled condenser and fan are not needed [24].
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In [5], circuit merging using a layout denoted combined fluid loop is investigated. A system corresponding to a
private car is built on a test bench. The thermal management system consists of two loops, one hot and one
cold, both containing water/glycol coolant. A small heat pump using R134a and a variable speed compressor
is transferring heat from the cold loop to the hot loop. HT and MT components are connected to the hot
loop only, while the LT components and cabin heater/cooler have connections to both loops. Valves are
distributing hot or cold coolant to the LT components and cabin depending on heating or cooling demands.
There is one ram air-cooled radiator used for cooling the hot loop or heating the cold loop, depending on
whether the system has surplus of heat or cold. In heating mode, heat is absorbed in the radiator by the cold
loop and transferred to the hot loop by the heat pump. Additional heat is obtained component heat losses
and a heater if necessary. The heater is in use for low ambient temperatures, and below a certain temperature
level the heat pump is not operating at all. The reason is a low coefficient of performance (COP) and the
evaporation pressure going below atmospheric pressure, thereby creating a risk for air leakage into the
system. In cooling mode, LT components and cabin are cooled by the cold loop, and the heat absorbed is
transferred to the hot loop by the heat pump. Waste heat from all components is rejected to the ambient by
the radiator. Bench tests show that the combined fluid loop system manages to keep component
temperatures on an acceptable level in all driving cycles investigated. Parasitic losses are reduced by 22.5 %
compared to a reference system without active cooling, and driving range is improved by 9 % for an average
American driving pattern.
In report [25], circuit merging for a prototype passenger car is investigated. The reference layout has four
circuits where one is an AC circuit the evaporator is connected to one of the other circuits. No component
heating or active cooling is possible. Cooling requirements of different components are determined using
four driving cycles, and the highest cooling load occurs during different cycles for the different circuits.
Based on these data, an improved circuit layout is suggested. An LT chiller connected to the AC circuit is
added, together with a heat exchanger used for component heating, thereby eliminating the need for a
separate heater. A valve prevents unintended heat exchange when no component heating is needed. The
improved system is found to have sufficient performance at normal conditions, but no comparisons to the
reference layout are made. Another suggestion not evaluated is replacing the air-cooled AC condenser by a
water-cooled condenser connected right before the LT radiator. During active cooling, heat would be
absorbed from the coolant and then rejected to the same coolant right before the radiator.
2.2.2 Phase Change Materials
Phase change materials (PCMs) are substances that undergo a phase transition at a temperature level suitable
for the relevant application. The specific latent heat, typically much higher than specific sensible heat
capacity, is their main advantage compared to single phase materials. Solid to liquid phase change is desired
over liquid to gas, due to the large volume expansion of the latter. In automotive applications, PCMs may
be used for thermal buffering (i.e. increasing thermal inertia), or overheating protection of components [26].
Thermal buffering is used for reducing peaks in cooling capacity demand, thereby enabling downsizing of
pumps, radiators and other cooling components. Research has indicated a possible capacity reduction of
1/3 for an ICE cooling circuit with a PCM module placed at the radiator outlet. However, placing the PCM
in contact with a heat-generating component rather than the coolant might increase peak levelling capacity
[26]. A smaller example in [27] considers a set of water-cooled capacitors surrounded by aluminium foam
paraffin PCMs. During a simulated load cycle, the range of coolant temperature variation is kept relatively
small due to the presence of the PCM. This hybrid cooling mode is considered as promising, even though
further research is required.
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The most important PCM properties are suitable melting temperature, high specific latent heat, high specific
heat capacity and high thermal conductivity. Other desired properties are low subcooling in solid phase,
small volume expansion, stability, non-toxicity, non-flammability, non-explosivity, low cost and high density
[26] [27] [28]. For thermal buffering applications, the melting temperature should be above nominal coolant
temperature and below maximum component temperature, with some margin on both sides Good
knowledge of transient frequency and duration is important for successful design of a PCM system [26].
PCMs are divided into two main categories, organic and inorganic. Among organic PCMs, paraffins
(alkanes) and paraffin waxes are the most well documented. They have a wide range of melting temperatures,
low toxicity and low cost, but also low density, low thermal conductivity and some volume expansion.
Paraffin waxes are mixtures of several alkanes, thus having a temperature range where melting and
solidification occurs. Fatty acids are another organic PCM type, with natural origin and good chemical
stability. However, they also have considerable expansion, low thermal conductivity, lower specific latent
heat and higher costs than paraffins. Sugar and sugar alcohols have high specific latent heat, but significant
subcooling and some volume expansion [26].
A notable type of inorganic PCMs is salt hydrates, consisting of salts with crystallization water inside the
crystals. During phase change, water molecules are released from the salt crystals. Salt hydrates exhibit high
specific latent heat, high thermal conductivity, and relatively low costs. The disadvantages are considerable
subcooling and non-congruent phase transitions, meaning that not all water molecules are absorbed when
going back to solid phase. Excess water and additives may reduce problems, but also reduce specific latent
heat of the composition [26]. Metallic PCMs have also been investigated due to high thermal conductivity,
but they are costly and generally unsuitable for applications where low weight is important [27].
In [26], an extensive review of more than 700 PCMs is performed, and suitable PCMs for automotive
applications in different temperature ranges are recommended. At melting temperatures below 100 °C, salt
hydrates and xylitol (sugar alcohol with melting temperature of 92.7–94.5 °C) are found to be the most
promising materials. On the other hand, report [27] considers salt hydrates “not mature enough” for full
documentation about automotive applications.
Several ways of enhancing thermal conductivity of paraffin waxes have been studied. The main methods are
adding carbon/aluminium powder to the PCM, using metal fins, and combining the PCM with porous
materials such as graphite/graphene or metal foams. The latter method is based on using a skeleton-like
matrix of thermally conductive material, which is surrounded by paraffin. Copper foam is commonly used,
but aluminium foam is a promising candidate according to [27].
2.2.3 Organic Rankine Cycles
There are several thermodynamic cycles extracting mechanical work from heat, the organic Rankine cycle
(ORC) being the most extensively investigated for waste heat recovery in vehicles. Instead of water, organic
substances are primarily used as working fluids [29]. Other examples of studied thermodynamic cycles are
Kalina, Stirling and Brayton cycles [30].
An ideal ORC is shown using a temperature-entropy chart in Figure 4 a) and schematically in Figure 4 b).
The fluid is evaporated in an evaporator (1-2 in Figure 4 a)), absorbing waste heat from a suitable hot stream
in the vehicle. It is then led to a turbine, where it expands to a lower pressure and temperature (2-3),
generating the desired mechanical work. This is followed by condensation with heat rejection at low
temperature (3-4), before the liquid is pressurized by a pump (4-1) and led back to the evaporator [29].
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a)

b)

Figure 4. a) ORC in a general temperature-entropy chart. b) Schematic layout of an ORC. Source: [29], license CC-BY. Labels have been modified.

Desired working fluid properties are low global warming potential (GWP), no ozone depleting potential
(ODP), low flammability, low toxicity, and suitable thermodynamic characteristics. The efficiency of an
ORC is defined as the turbine power output divided by the evaporator heat power. It should be noticed that
energy is also consumed by the pump and condenser fan, as well as by the vehicle powertrain from carrying
around the ORC components [29]. At high loads, condenser fans could use energy corresponding to around
40 % of the turbine power output. Installation into the vehicle’s electrical system and poorly isolated pipes
might cause additional losses [30].
In [29], R245fa is used as working fluid in a simulated ORC recovering heat from exhaust gases. Average
exhaust gas temperature is 700 °C and average heat sink temperature is 23 °C. Average ORC efficiency is
reported to be 10.5 %. Report [30] is using a water-ethanol mixture for exhaust gas heat recovery, and
efficiency is estimated to 15 %. In [31], an ORC using hydro-fluoro-ether is used for heat recovery from
ICE coolant at 105 °C, with a heat sink temperature of 30 °C. ORC efficiency is reported to increase by 8
% with addition of an internal heat exchanger, absorbing heat after the turbine and rejecting it after the
pump. However, pressure loss in the IHX contributes to increased pumping power as well.
Hydraulic retarder oil is another available ORC heat source in vehicles equipped with a hydraulic retarder.
Common oil temperatures are 100-160 °C, although 80-125 °C is the most desired range [32]. Report [32]
simulates an ORC with plate heat exchangers and R141b as working fluid. Retarder oil temperature is 105
°C, and the condenser is air-cooled with condensation temperatures of 42-50 °C. The turbine is connected
to a generator with assumed efficiency of 50 %, and total heat recovery efficiency ranges up to 10 %. In
[33], an ORC with R141b with evaporation temperature of 81 °C and condensation temperature of 35 °C
is simulated. Efficiency ranges up to 9.5 %, and decreases with increasing load due to energy consumption
of the ORC increasing more than turbine power output. A practical experiment with oil temperature of 100
°C and condensation temperature of 40 °C is also performed. ORC efficiency, including the generator,
ranges from 4 % to 6 %. A similar study is conducted in [34], where R601 is used as working fluid with
evaporation temperature of 81 °C and condensation temperature of 30 °C. Efficiency is calculated to 8.7
%, and the total cost of the ORC is estimated to less than $500.
Examples of disadvantages with ORC systems are complexity, large volume and mass, and moving parts.
The time constant of an ORC is often relatively large, thereby creating a time lag between heat losses and
power generation. Thus, power generation might not be very well matched to power demand in transient
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applications. According to [3], stationary or marine engines might be more suitable than road vehicles for
application of ORCs.
2.2.4 Thermoelectric Generators
Thermoelectric generators (TEG) are devices utilizing the Seebeck effect, meaning that a voltage is obtained
when a doped semiconductor is subjected to a temperature difference. Larger temperature difference gives
higher voltage, where the rate of increase depends on the material’s Seebeck coefficient. Usually, p-doped
and n-doped semiconductors are connected thermally in parallel and electrically in series. A large number
of semiconductors are placed between two ceramic plates to form a module. Several modules may be
connected electrically in series or parallel to increase the voltage or current, respectively [3]. The TEG is a
solid-state device, with no fluid or other moving parts. Connecting TEG modules to components having
heat losses could be a way of converting some waste heat into electric energy. However, only small
improvements have been achieved due to increased weight and relatively low efficiency [35]. Currently
available Bismuth Telluride (BiTe) modules have a 5 % efficiency and a 250 °C limit on the hot side [36].
A number of studies have investigated heat recovery from exhaust gases using TEG modules. In [37], it was
found that using more than 14 TEG modules gave little improvement in heat recovery. With exhaust gas
temperatures mainly at 200-500 °C, a maximum 3 % reduction in fuel consumption was obtained. Power
output of the hottest TEG module was 5-20 W. In [3], exhaust gas heat recovery using BiTe TEG modules
was studied. Gross power obtained was 450 W, and net power with pumping losses subtracted was 225 W.
Estimated cost/power ratio was $150/W, and power/weight ratio was 1.125 W/kg. This is considered far
from being economically viable, even though values would be somewhat better with series production and
careful tuning. However, Quantum Well modules are said to have significantly better power generation
properties and might be applicable for future research. In addition, there might be synergy effects if reversed
operation, i.e. active cooling, using the same TEG modules is desired [38].
2.2.5 Flexible Circuits
In [39], a flexible circuit structure using three- or four-way valves is described. There are two branches with
components, one of them also containing a heater, a chiller and connections to a cabin heat exchanger.
Additional components are arranged on another branch with connections to a radiator. The two branches
may be connected in series, forming one coolant circuit, or as two separate circuits with no thermal
connection. Switching is performed by a “switching device” such as a four-way valve or a combination of
three-way valves. At normal component temperatures, combined circuit is used and cabin heating may be
enabled. If the components are out of their desired temperature range and need to be controlled separately,
the switching device changes to separate circuit mode. This is considered an energy-efficient thermal
management system by the inventor.
Patent [40] also describes a flexible layout using a “multi-mode valve” between two branches. Using the
multi-mode valve, these branches could be arranged either as one combined circuit, or as two separate
circuits. The chiller is connected to the AC system, in parallel with the cabin evaporator. In total, the system
has two pumps and one compressor. At high component heat losses, other components may be partly
bypassed in order to provide better cooling for the critical components. The patent also covers a system
with a set of valves used for reversing the arrangement of components, depending on which of them needs
the lowest coolant inlet temperature. Furthermore, a more complex set of valves could be used for shifting
the components between series and parallel arrangement.
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Another multi-loop layout with several possible circuits is described in [41]. When components have normal
average temperature but large differences between them, coolant circulates through them without passing
any radiator, heater or chiller. Other configurations include heating, passive cooling and active cooling by
using the AC system. Components at higher temperature levels have a separate radiator circuit, in which the
LT loop may be added as a branch parallel to HT components. Coolant flow to each of the branches could
be adjusted using valves, and the LT radiator may be included or omitted from the circuit. At low HT losses
and high LT losses, the HT radiator or both radiators may be used exclusively for the LT branch.

2.3 Preliminary Suggestions
Based on the literature study, the following preliminary improvements are suggested. This section explains
the concept of each suggestion, while evaluation of preliminary suggestions follows in section 2.5.
2.3.1 Liquid-to-Liquid Heat Exchanger in HTC
As in [19], a part of the HTC losses may be transferred to the MTC using a heat exchanger. Connecting the
MTC and HTC enables a more even distribution of the cooling load, and thus a more efficient fan usage.
Removing one HT radiator could though be difficult in cases with frequent accelerations and decelerations
generating relatively high losses. As an enhancement, it is suggested that the fluid on the non-HTC side can
be switched between the LTC and MT coolant. Since the LTC is always in operation, this enables heating
the HTC oil at low ambient temperatures when the vehicle is not in operation. Consequently, high oil
viscosity at start-up in low ambient temperature could be avoided. A drawing of the suggested connections
can be seen in Figure 5 with the HTC in red, MTC in green and LTC in blue.

Figure 5. Suggested HTC heat exchanger connections.

2.3.2 LTC-MTC Connections and/or Common Expansion Tank
The possibility of transferring coolant between the two circuits enables LT component heating with MT
component heat losses [21]. If combined with a HTC heat exchanger, even HT component heat losses may
be used. A common expansion tank reduces the number of components and provides a possible coolant
flow route for heat exchange. This expansion tank has to be mounted at an elevated location, since the
expansion tank should preferably be at the highest point [42].
2.3.3 Non-Series Connected LT Component, Radiator and Chiller Loops
This solution is the same as in [22], to enable different temperatures/flow rates in different parts of the
LTC. This requires an additional chiller pump, but does not necessarily affect total pumping power. In
addition, it prepares the system for a possible future heat pump mode for cabin heating. The suggested
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piping is shown in Figure 6, where the pipes and valve drawn above the chiller are used to bypass the chiller
and/or radiator when desired.

Figure 6. Schematic drawing of suggested chiller loop.

2.3.4 LTC Heater Removed
According to [21], the electric heater might be unnecessary if other methods for LT component heating are
implemented. This is not considered a separate improvement to be implemented on its own, but a possible
simplification enabled by other improvements.
2.3.5 Common LT and MT Radiators
This is inspired by the flexible LT radiator in [20], but is brought one step further so that both the LT and
MT radiators may be used for any of the circuits, as is the case in [5]. The suggested concept enables fully
demand-based radiator allocation, with high flexibility. Since the two radiators have different sizes, they may
also be temporarily switched so that the LTC uses the MT radiator and vice versa. This could be utilized if
the MT components are having minor losses which prevent the LTC from using both radiators. Figure 7 is
displaying suggested radiator connections, where “small” and “large” radiator denotes the LT and MT
radiator, respectively.

Figure 7. Schematic drawing of suggested radiator connections.
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2.3.6 Liquid-Cooled Condenser in MTC
This is a part of a more advanced vapour compression system described in [22], but cabin AC integration is
not suggested according to the scope of this report. The condenser is suggested to be cooled by the MTC,
as in the system in [22]. This requires one additional component, a liquid-cooled condenser, but eliminates
the air-cooled condenser and its fan. Heat rejected from the condenser will be led to the MT radiator, likely
causing increased fan speeds. Condensation temperature might increase compared to an air-cooled
condenser, since the MT coolant is often warmer than ambient air. A drawing of the suggestion is shown in
Figure 8.

Figure 8. Schematic drawing of suggested liquid-cooled condenser.

2.3.7 PCM Thermal Balancing Block Connected to HTC
The HTC has low thermal inertia, and is identified as the circuit with the largest coolant temperature
fluctuations. A block of PCM would increase thermal inertia and thereby contribute to peak levelling and
enable capacity downsizing. The weight saved through capacity reduction would though be fully or partly
offset by addition of the required PCM mass. Cost depends on the PCM selected, and whether or not a
range of phase transition temperatures is desired. The time horizon for implementation of this improvement
might be relatively long due to the current state of research. A suggested modified HTC using a PCM block
is drawn in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Schematic drawing of suggested HTC with PCM block.

2.3.8 Waste Heat Recovery with ORC Before HT Radiators
This modification has the potential to extend driving range while reducing peak load on the HT radiators.
The location suggested is where waste heat at the highest temperature level is found, but still temperatures
are relatively low compared to what is desired for an ORC. The low condensation temperature required for
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a reasonable heat recovery efficiency might cause heat rejection challenges as well. Furthermore, the
additional weight, costs and complexity are obstacles to be overcome. The time horizon of this improvement
is relatively long. Figure 10 shows the HTC equipped with an ORC system drawn in brown.

Figure 10. Schematic drawing of suggested HTC with an ORC waste heat recovery system.

2.3.9 Waste Heat Recovery with TEG Before HT Radiators
The benefits are the same as for an ORC, and further advantages of TEGs compared to ORCs are the
absence of moving parts and a working fluid. The location is chosen to utilize the hottest stream of waste
heat available. However, the low temperature heat sink requirement, costs, limited efficiency, and long time
horizon bring disadvantages similar to those mentioned in section 2.3.8. A modified HTC with TEG
modules, where heat sink pipes are drawn in black, is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11. Schematic drawing of suggested HTC with a TEG waste heat recovery system.

2.3.10 Flexible Circuits with Four-Way Valve
The LTC and MTC could be combined in a way similar to [39], with a four-way valve switching between
series and parallel arrangement. In series arrangement, the LT coolant is led to the MTC pump after the LT
components, instead of going back to the radiators. The coolant then passes the MTC, and after the MT
radiator it is led to the LT radiator. This arrangement could be used for LT component heating with heat
losses, and situations with LT high cooling demand. According to [39], the parallel arrangement is likely to
be more suitable for driving at normal conditions, where temperature requirements in the two circuits are
different. The suggested four-way valve with pipes is shown in Figure 12. In series arrangement, connections
are open from the large radiator to the small radiator, and from LT to MT components. In parallel
arrangement, connections are open from the LT components to the small radiator, and from the large
radiator to the MT components.
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Figure 12. Schematic drawing of suggested four-way valve with pipes.

2.4 Calculation Methodology
Dimensioning heat losses and corresponding values for part load situations are obtained from literature [43]
[44] [45]. Two ambient temperature levels, denoted hot and normal weather, are used [11] [13].
When a fluid is heated at constant pressure, the heat transfer rate [W] can be calculated as the product of
volume flow rate [m3/s], volumetric heat capacity [kJ/m3K] and temperature difference [K] [46]:
𝑄̇ = 𝑉̇ 𝜌𝑐𝑝 𝛥𝑇

Equation 1

Volumetric heat capacity, ρcp, is a function of temperature and is shown for water/glycol coolant in Figure
13 and oil in Figure 14.
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Figure 13. Volumetric heat capacity of water/glycol (50 %) as a function of temperature [43].
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Figure 14. Volumetric heat capacity of automatic transmission oil as a function of temperature [43].

The cooling capacity of a radiator or heat exchanger depends on temperature and flow rate of both fluids.
In this report, radiator performance [W/K] is defined as the heat transfer rate divided by the difference in
inlet temperatures [K]:
Equation 2

𝑄̇
𝑤,𝑖𝑛 −𝑇𝑐,𝑖𝑛

𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 = 𝑇

where w denotes the warmer fluid and c the colder fluid. With this definition, performance is to some extent
decoupled from temperature levels, meaning that performance measured at certain temperature levels is a
reasonable approximation for performance at other temperature levels with the same difference [47].
The LT radiator performance is modelled in [47], and is shown in Figure 15 as a function of fan speed and
coolant flow rate. In this case, data are for an installation where built-in resistance might be slightly different
compared to the vehicle considered. However, the error in fan speeds is not significant [45].
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Figure 15. Estimated LT radiator performance as a function of fan speed and coolant flow rate.
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Due to lack of fan speed data, the MT radiator with its two fans is modelled as two LT radiators mounted
in parallel. According to a similar calculation in [47], a large radiator can be modelled as two radiators of
half the size, with small error. The estimated MT radiator performance is shown in Figure 16.
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Figure 16. Estimated MT radiator performance as a function of fan speed and coolant flow rate.

There is also limited data available for the HT radiator with oil as inner fluid. Based on simulation results
from [11], surface fitting was performed using MATLAB. A polynomial function of degree 2 on the volume
flow axis and degree 3 on the fan speed axis was found to give the best representation, out of the fitting
methods available in MATLAB. By comparison to Figure 15, performance of the HT radiator is found to
be around 65 % of the LT radiator performance at rated HT radiator flow and same fan speed. The
performance values for the LT radiator in Figure 15 were scaled down to 65 % and then used for modelling
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the HT radiator. The estimated HT radiator performance is shown in Figure 17. Since the HTC has two
parallel radiators, rated HT radiator flow is 50 % of total rated HTC flow.
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Figure 17. Estimated HT radiator performance as a function of fan speed and coolant flow rate.
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Data for the oil-water heat exchanger are available in [48]. Based on these data, the performance diagram in
Figure 18 is constructed.
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Figure 18. Heat exchanger performance as a function of flow rates, based on [48].

Fan power data are based on [47], and the resulting fan power curve is shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Estimated fan power as a function of fan speed, based on [47].

Pumping power [W] can be calculated using volume flow rate [m3/s], pressure drop [Pa] and pump
efficiency:
Equation 3

𝐸̇𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝 =

𝑉̇ 𝛥𝑝
𝜂𝑝𝑢𝑚𝑝

In this report, pumping power is not considered in comparisons where coolant flow rates are equal in all
alternatives.
The cooling COP of a general vapour compression circuit can be modelled as a function of evaporation
and condensation temperatures according to
Equation 4

𝐶𝑂𝑃𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝜂𝐶𝑎𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑡 𝑇

𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 −𝑇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝

where ηCarnot is the Carnot efficiency. This value is normally in the range of 40-60 % [49], and here 50 % is
used for modelling the active cooling system. The evaporation temperature in the numerator is inserted as
absolute temperature [K]. It can be seen that an increasing temperature difference reduces COP, which
means a less efficient system with higher compressor power for the same chiller power. Condenser power
rejected to the heat sink can be found as
Equation 5

̇

𝑄𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝
𝑄̇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 = 𝑄̇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 + 𝐸̇𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝 = 𝑄̇𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑝 + 𝐶𝑂𝑃

𝑐𝑜𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔

where Ėcomp denotes compressor power and Q̇evap denotes evaporation/chiller power [49]. In a basic model
of condenser heat exchange, desuperheating and subcooling may be neglected [50].
Total heat [J] transferred in a heat exchanger at steady state operation is the product of heat transfer rate
[W] and time duration [s] [46]:
𝑄 = 𝑄̇ 𝛥𝑡

Equation 6
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Heat transferred during phase change is the product of mass [kg] and latent heat of transition [kJ/kg]:
Equation 7

𝑄 = 𝑚 𝛥ℎ𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠

The latent heat of transition corresponds to the change in specific enthalpy during phase transition [46].
Results in sections 2.5 and 2.6 are shown as normalized values, where all values except temperatures are
divided by corresponding values of the reference case (or other value where specified). Consequently, a
value above 100 % indicates an increase, while a value below 100 % means a decrease. For temperatures,
the difference compared to the reference case (or other value where specified) is shown. A positive value
denotes an increase, and a negative value denotes a decrease.

2.5 Evaluation of Preliminary Suggestions
2.5.1 Liquid-to-Liquid Heat Exchanger in HTC
The following cases are considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reference case, two parallel HT radiators and no heat exchanger
Two parallel HT radiators and heat exchanger before radiators
Two parallel HT radiators and heat exchanger after radiators
One HT radiator and heat exchanger before radiator
One HT radiator with heat exchanger in parallel
One HT radiator and heat exchanger before radiator

It’s investigated which of these arrangements that manage to reject dimensioning HT losses in hot weather.
Coolant flow rate is set to rated values in both HTC and MTC, and maximum allowed coolant temperatures
are used. Maximum fan speed in HT radiator(s) is also used in order to evaluate maximum cooling capacity.
Oil temperatures are calculated using Equation 1, with volumetric heat capacity taken from Figure 14 at 10
K below maximum HTC temperature. Radiator performance is obtained from Figure 17, and heat
exchanger power from Figure 18. Radiator and heat exchanger powers are calculated with Equation 2. The
results are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Results for maximum cooling capacity in hot weather for different HTC configurations.

Reference
system
Oil temp. before rad.
[°C, diff. to reference]
Oil temp. before HX
[°C, diff. to max temp]
HT rad. performance
[% of reference]
HT rad. power
[% of reference]
HT cooling capacity
[% of dim. losses]

±0

Two rad.
and HX
before rad.
-16

Two rad.
and HX
after rad.
±0

One rad.
and HX
after rad.
±0

One rad.
and HX in
parallel
±0

One rad.
and HX
before rad.
-16

-

±0

-38

-24

±0

±0

100

100

100

63

50

63

100

68

100

63

50

43

105

115

79

68

80

89
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The following indications are given by the results:
•

•

•

Maximum cooling capacity requirements are not met using only one radiator. Two radiators are
required to reject dimensioning losses in hot weather. The case with two radiators and a heat
exchanger is equivalent to the reference case, if the heat exchanger is bypassed when heat exchange
is not desired. In other words, this case could have the same maximum cooling capacity as the
reference case.
Adding a heat exchanger after HTC radiator(s) is not substantially enhancing HTC cooling capacity,
but it could help reducing MTC load when the HTC has limited cooling load. It can be seen that
the layout with one HT radiator and a heat exchanger after the radiator has the lowest maximum
cooling capacity according to this analysis.
Among the cases with only one HT radiator, placing the heat exchanger before the radiator appears
to give the highest maximum cooling capacity. However, since fans have higher power
consumption than pumps, fan power may be reduced during normal conditions by maximizing the
radiator inlet temperature difference [45].

Flexible heat exchanger valves are suggested to also enable heat exchange between the HTC and LTC. Since
the LTC is constantly in operation, its coolant will be tempered even when ambient temperature is very low.
This enables oil heating when the vehicle is not in operation, to avoid high oil viscosity at cold starts. There
is very little data available for calculations concerning oil heating, but this is considered an enhancement
compared to the reference case.
An HTC configuration with two radiators and a heat exchanger with flexible MTC/LTC connections is
selected. The complete system evaluation will determine whether it’s more beneficial to place the heat
exchanger before or after radiators. It’s suggested for further work to investigate whether one HT radiator
may be removed vehicles where HT component losses are smaller.
2.5.2 LTC-MTC Connections and/or Common Expansion Tank
The only new parts needed for a pipe connection are pipes and valves, which are not expensive [24]. This
improvement enables LT component heating by mixing hotter MT coolant into the LT coolant. Connecting
the LTC and MTC is considered to have substantial benefits at very low costs, and is therefore selected
without detailed calculations.
Regarding the common expansion tank, it could be implemented as a heat transferring connection or only
to reduce the number of components. However, it might provide some heat exchange even at normal
conditions when no LT component heating is desired. Report [51] indicates reasonable values of undesired
heat transfer in a common expansion tank. At rated flow and coolant temperature of 10 K above ambient,
combination of Equation 1 and Figure 13 indicates a temperature increase of about 0.4 K in the LTC. Using
normal ambient temperature, maximum passive LT cooling capacity is calculated with and without
undesired heat exchange. Radiator performance is taken at maximum fan speed in Figure 15, and radiator
power is obtained using Equation 2. The results are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Results of the evaluation of a common expansion tank.

Rad. inlet temperature difference
[°C, diff. to reference]
Rad. performance [% of reference]
Rad. power [% of reference]
LT cooling capacity [% of reference]

Reference system
±0

Common expansion tank
+0.4

100
100
100

100
104
85

It can be seen that maximum passive LT cooling capacity at these conditions decreases by 15 % at deaeration
during operation. Radiator power increases somewhat, but not enough to compensate for the higher cooling
load. However, the system described in [45] is supposed to perform deaeration during start-up and LT
component heating only, which is considered to be sufficient. If heat transfer through the expansion tank
can be avoided in other situations, this improvement has no negative consequences.
The expansion tank has to be positioned high up in order to be at the highest point of the circuit. This is
considered problematic with the current configuration of the vehicle. A common expansion tank is not
considered feasible with the current circuit layout, but could be considered if combined with repositioning
of LT thermal management components. Investigation of this is suggested for further work.
2.5.3 Non-Series Connected LT Component, Radiator and Chiller Loops
This is a requirement for future cabin integration with a heat pump mode, which is not covered by this
report. The expenses are additional pipes valves and a pump, but introducing an additional pump could
enable pump downsizing. According to Equation 3, total pumping power will not change significantly, since
the volume flow rate and total pressure loss of the main circuit are approximately the same. If the pressure
loss of the main circuit is shared between two pumps, each of the pumps could have a lower maximum
capacity compared to the current pump. Further investigation is recommended to determine whether a
downsized main circuit pump is sufficient in operational modes where the chiller pump is not in use. This
improvement is suggested for future work and introduction at a possible future AC system integration.
Furthermore, a pipe to bypass the chiller is suggested in order to reduce pressure drop and pumping power
when the chiller is not in use.
2.5.4 LTC Heater Removed
This is possible if LTC-MTC connections is implemented, and if it turns out that coolant mixing from the
MTC is always sufficient for LT component heating. If the LTC has rated flow and the addition of MT
coolant corresponds to 30 % of this [23], it means a relatively high coolant exchange between the circuits.
If the difference between MT and LT coolant temperature is 35 °C, Equation 1 gives a temperature increase
of 10.5 °C in the LTC.
However, being completely dependent on component heat losses for LT component heating is considered
as too risky, since there might not be waste heat available in all situations. One possible situation is if the
vehicle is forced to stop due to an unexpected failure. In cold climate, the LT components would be cooled
down and can’t be heated since the vehicle is shut off. This improvement is considered to be feasible only
if combined with a cabin-integrated MTC containing a heater, as is the case in [52]. Since cabin integration
is beyond the scope of this report, removing the LTC heater is suggested for future work.
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2.5.5 Common LT and MT Radiators
With this suggestion, the LT and MT radiators are shared between the two circuits and can be allocated
according to demand. The only allocation not enabled in [20] is to use both radiators for the LTC, and
therefore this operational mode is chosen for evaluation. Dimensioning LT losses, rated LTC flow, and
normal ambient temperature is assumed. This situation is studied using the LT radiator only (current layout),
MT radiator, and both radiators in parallel. All of these configurations would be enabled by this
improvement. With parallel configuration, flow distribution is assumed to follow radiator size, hence 2/3
of the flow is directed to the MT radiator. Required fan speeds are obtained from Figure 15 and Figure 16,
and fan powers from Figure 19. Results are shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Results of the evaluation of common LT and MT radiators.

LT rad. flow rate [% of rated LT flow]
MT rad. flow rate [% of rated LT flow]
LT rad. fan speed [% of max]
MT rad. fan speed [% of max]
Total fan power [% of reference]

LT rad.
(reference system)
100
60
100

MT rad.
100
30
26

LT and MT rad. in
parallel
33.3
66.7
25
25
26

It can be seen that the two modes enabled by this improvement have significantly lower fan powers
compared to the reference case. These results indicate that avoiding high fan speeds is beneficial in order to
minimize parasitic losses. This improvement is considered to be an enhancement for efficient energy
utilization, and is therefore selected for further evaluation.
2.5.6 Liquid-Cooled Condenser in MTC
Three cases are considered: Reference case with air-cooled condenser, liquid-cooled condenser placed
before MT radiator, and liquid-cooled condenser after MT radiator. Coolant temperature is set to maximum
value after MT components [53] and 11 K lower after the MT radiator [11]. Chiller power and evaporation
temperature are obtained from [51]. Simulated condensation temperature as well as condenser power and
fan speed for the reference case can be found in [11]. Performance of the water-cooled condenser is
indicated by [45] and [54].
Equation 2 and Equation 4 are used for calculating required condensation temperature, cooling COP,
compressor power and condensation power. Required performance for the MT radiator is calculated using
Equation 2, using hot weather as input data. Required fan speeds are obtained from Figure 15 for the
condenser fan, and Figure 16 for the MT fan. Fan powers are determined using Figure 19, and the results
are summarized in Table 4.
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Table 4. Results of the evaluation of a liquid-cooled condenser.

Reference system
Condensation temperature
[°C, diff. to reference]
Cooling COP [% of reference]
Compressor power [% of reference]
Condenser power [% of reference]
MTC cooling load [% of reference]
Required MT rad. performance
[% of reference]
MT fan speed [% of max]
Total fan power [% of reference]
Total fan and compressor power
[% of reference]

±0

Water-cooled cond.
before MT rad.
+6.4

Water-cooled cond.
after MT rad.
-4.9

100
100
100
100

90
111
103
136

109
92
98
134

100
54
100

121
71
213

134
83
333

100

131

139

It can be seen that switching to a liquid-cooled condenser without further modifications increases parasitic
losses. A placement before the MT radiator leads to a higher compressor power due to higher condensation
temperature, and higher fan power due to higher MTC cooling load. Placing the condenser directly after the
MT radiator saves compressor power due to lower condensation temperature, but causes substantially
higher fan powers. The reason for the high fan speed is the coolant temperature limit after the MT
components. When placing the condenser after the MT components, radiator inlet temperature increases
too, which reduces radiator performance demand without overheating the MT components.
One main purpose of this improvement is to save weight and components, and the results show that this is
possible if increased power consumption is accepted. It should also be noted that the weight reduction
obtained by saving one radiator and fan contributes to reduced propulsion power. It is recommended to
combine this improvement with common LT/MT radiators, to reduce load on the MT radiators. In order
to study the potential of such a combination, this suggestion is selected for further evaluation.
2.5.7 PCM Thermal Balancing Block Connected to HTC
A preferred phase transition temperature is 2-3 K below maximum HTC temperature, which allows heat
transfer to the PCM at high oil temperatures and to the oil at lower temperatures. Based on [26], salt hydrates
and xylitol are considered relevant for this application. None of the salt hydrate PCMs listed has a suitable
transition temperature, but an organic PCM with relevant properties is diethyl tartrate.
There is a lack of data required for estimating the heat exchanger performance from flowing oil to a
stationary melting PCM block. 30 % of the corresponding value for a liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger is used
as a conservative estimation. If the oil is heated to maximum temperature in the HT component, inlet
temperature difference in the PCM heat exchanger is 3 K. Heat transfer rate is calculated using Equation 2.
With rated oil flow, use of Figure 14 and Equation 1 indicates an oil temperature of 1.6 K below maximum
at radiator inlet.
HT radiator fan speeds are compared for the reference case (two parallel radiators) and a case with a PCM
block before the two radiators. Required radiator performance in hot weather is determined using Figure
14 and Equation 2. Fan speeds at rated flow are obtained from Figure 17, and fan powers from Figure 19.
Results are shown in Table 5.
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Table 5. Results of the evaluation of a PCM thermal balancing block.

Required cooling capacity [% of reference]
Radiator inlet temperature [°C, diff. to reference]
Required total rad. performance [% of reference]
HT radiator fan speed [% of max]
Fan power [% of reference]

Reference system
100
±0
100
92
100

PCM peak levelling
96
-1.6
99
90
95

It can be seen that the use of a PCM reduces fan power slightly, but not much. It should be noted that the
PCM heat exchanger performance is uncertain, and that additional weight of the PCM might increase
propulsion power. It can be assumed that high HT component losses persist for maximum 40 seconds at a
time [11]. If 0.9 kW is absorbed during 40 s, 36 kJ is transferred to the PCM according to Equation 6. With
a latent heat capacity of 147 kJ/kg, Equation 7 indicates that only 0.25 kg of PCM is required in an ideal
case. Even if a larger amount is required in practice, the extra weight is considered reasonable.
The use of metal fins or foam increases performance, but might also increase weight. PCM degradation is
one of the difficulties to be addressed in order to make PCMs mature for use in automotive applications.
Furthermore, implementation of an HTC-MTC heat exchanger might reduce the need for a peak levelling
component. Consequently, this suggestion is discarded.
2.5.8 Waste Heat Recovery with ORC Before HT Radiators
With heat source and heat sink temperatures relevant for the vehicle considered, ORC efficiencies around
10 % (possibly higher at low ambient temperatures) can be expected [32] [33] [34]. A dilemma regarding
ORCs is that a low condensation temperature is desired for efficiency reasons, but with a small radiator inlet
temperature difference, high fan power is needed for sufficient heat rejection. Consequently, directing all of
the HT component losses to an ORC is not feasible, because still 90 % of the losses have to be rejected to
the air at a much smaller temperature difference. It can be assumed that only half of the losses are absorbed
by the ORC, in order to preserve cooling capacity of the HTC.
It should also be taken into consideration that high losses at high temperatures are not constantly occurring.
According to [44], average HT component losses during an entire driving cycle are approximately 42 % of
dimensioning losses. If half of this is directed to an ORC with 10 % efficiency, recovered energy corresponds
to only 0.5 % of total energy consumption during the driving cycle. This is considered a very small
contribution, and subsequently this suggestion is discarded.
2.5.9 Waste Heat Recovery with TEG Before HT Radiators
As with ORCs, TEGs are also found to suffer from low efficiency. According to [36], there is a 5 %
efficiency limit on currently available BiTe modules. This makes them even less beneficial than ORCs
(evaluated in section 2.5.8). The only way to increase the usefulness of a TEG would be to use it for active
cooling as well, possibly replacing the current active cooling circuit. However, the Carnot efficiency of BiTe
modules is far from what would be needed to compete with vapour compression cycles. The ZT value, a
dimensionless figure of merit, for BiTe at comparable temperatures is around 2, and would need to be larger
than 3 to match the Carnot efficiency of a vapour compression cycle [55]. Thus, both heat recovery and
active cooling using TEGs is considered to be too immature, and the suggestion is therefore discarded.
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2.5.10 Flexible Circuits with Four-Way Valve
This modification provides the possibility of exchanging coolant between the LTC and MTC, similar to the
connections considered in section 2.5.2 and 2.5.5. Switching between series and parallel connection would
be another way of enabling LT component heating with heat losses and sharing radiators between the
circuits. In combined circuit mode, coolant is assumed to pass the LT components, MT components, MT
radiator, LT radiator and then flow back to the LT components. The main difference compared to section
2.5.5 is that the LT and MT radiators would be connected in series instead of parallel, and consequently this
operational mode is chosen for evaluation. The combined circuit arrangement is supposed to be used at
normal conditions, whereas separate circuits are more suitable at extreme conditions [39].
Normal ambient temperature is used. Reasonable part load losses are 28 % of dimensioning LT losses, and
70 % of dimensioning MT losses [43] [44] [45] [51]. Further assumptions are maximum MT coolant flow in
the combined circuit, LT radiator outlet temperature of 10 K above ambient, and equal speeds for all fans.
As a reference case, calculations are performed for separate LTC and MTC under the same load and flow
rate conditions. In this case, maximum coolant temperature after MT components is assumed, and the two
circuits are not required to have equal fan speeds. Coolant temperature differences are calculated using
Equation 1 and Figure 13, and radiator performance-fan speed relations are obtained through Figure 15 and
Figure 16, respectively. Fan powers are taken from Figure 19, and results are shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Results of the evaluation of flexible circuits with four-way valve.

MT rad. inlet temp. [°C, diff. to reference]
LT rad. inlet temp. [°C, diff. to reference]
MT rad. fan speed [% of max]
LT rad. fan speed [% of max]
Total fan power [% of reference]

Reference system
±0
±0
25
25
100

Combined circuit mode
-29.1
+0.8
41
41
390

The results indicate that combined circuit mode doesn’t bring any benefits in terms of energy. The reason
is that the MT radiator inlet temperature has to be much lower than in the reference case. Temperature
levels occurring in the MTC when operated separately can’t be allowed in the combined circuit due to LT
component temperature requirements. This causes relatively high fan speeds in the MT radiator, to dissipate
enough heat at a much smaller inlet temperature difference compared to the reference case. When the
circuits are operated separately, fan speeds and power consumption are substantially lower. This is because
of a relatively low LTC cooling load and high MT radiator inlet temperature difference. Combined circuit
mode is found to be disadvantageous and is therefore discarded.

2.6 Evaluation of Complete System
This section evaluates a complete cooling system with the following improvements implemented:
•
•
•
•

Liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger in HTC
LTC-MTC connections for LT component heating
Common LT and MT radiators
Liquid-cooled condenser in active cooling system

The HT radiators could be located either before or after the heat exchanger. In addition, the condenser in
the MTC may be placed before MT components, before connections to HTC heat exchanger or after heat
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exchanger connections. This sums up to six different configurations to be evaluated and compared to the
reference cooling system. A drawing indicating the possible configurations is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Schematic drawing of suggested cooling system with configuration alternatives.

Since the LT and MT radiators are shared between both circuits, they are now denoted “small radiator” and
“large radiator”. The six possible configurations are denoted as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

I: Radiators after heat exchanger in HTC, condenser after heat exchanger in MTC
II: Radiators after heat exchanger in HTC, condenser before heat exchanger in MTC
III: Radiators after heat exchanger in HTC, condenser after radiator in MTC
IV: Radiators before heat exchanger in HTC, condenser after heat exchanger in MTC
V: Radiators before heat exchangers in HTC, condenser before heat exchanger in MTC
VI: Radiators before heat exchanger in HTC, condenser after radiator in MTC

During operation, each circuit might have heat in excess, heat shortage or neither of the two. Excess
indicates a need for rejecting heat to the ambient or to other circuits, while shortage indicates a need for
absorbing heat. For the MTC, heat excess might occur even during standstill in hot weather, since active LT
cooling is needed, and the condenser is cooled by the MTC. Heat shortage in the MTC is unlikely to occur,
while heat shortage in the HTC is related to oil being highly viscous at low temperatures.
All possible combinations of excess, neutrality and shortage for each circuit were compiled into a matrix.
Unlikely and conflicting combinations were removed and not further taken into account. Examples of
conflicting combinations are those that require hot and cold weather, or standstill and driving,
simultaneously. Remaining combinations are displayed in Table 7, where heat excess is denoted “+”,
neutrality “0” and shortage “-”.
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Table 7. Summary of relevant operational conditions with denotations.

Denotation

LTC

MTC

HTC

A (active),
A (passive)
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I

+

+

+

+
+
+
0
0
-

+
0
0
+
0
+
0
0

0
0
+
0
+
0
-

Operational cases shown in Table 7 are denoted A-I, where A has two sub-cases: Active or passive cooling,
depending on ambient temperature. Cases A (active), A (passive), B, and C are chosen for evaluation. Case
D is very similar to C, with the only addition of heat exchange between LTC and HTC. The conditions of
case E are covered by the tougher case A, while case F doesn’t require any thermal management at all. Case
G is relevant, but difficult to evaluate due to substantial lack of data regarding cooling system behaviour at
low ambient temperatures. Cases H and I will use the LTC heater as the only heat source, and therefore no
power consumption improvement is expected compared to the current system.
Input data of the operational cases considered are summarized in Table 8. Case A with active cooling is
further divided into two sub-cases, one with high load and one with part load. The purpose is to obtain a
more comprehensive evaluation of cooling system behaviour at different loads. For the case with high load,
maximum losses, temperatures and coolant flow rates are assumed. At part load, LT coolant temperature
can be increased by 1 K, while MT and HT coolant temperatures can be reduced by 3 K and 4 K,
respectively. LT and MT volume flow rates can also be decreased [11]. For case A with passive cooling,
input data similar to the high load case are used. LT and MT component heat losses are 64 % and 92 % of
dimensioning values, respectively [11]. For case C, dimensioning LT component losses are assumed [44]
[43]. For each circuit, a temperature restriction is specified, which is the maximum temperature allowed
directly after the LT/MT/HT components. This means that the total heat addition before/after the
temperature restriction depends on circuit configuration.
Table 8. Input data for different operational cases in complete system evaluation.

Weather
LT coolant temp. restriction
[°C, diff. to high load case]
MT coolant temp. restriction
[°C, diff. to maximum]
HT coolant temp. restriction
[°C, diff. to maximum]
LTC volume flow rate [% of rated]
MTC volume flow rate [% of rated]
HTC volume flow rate [% of rated]
LTC active cooling demand
[% of dimensioning LT losses]
LTC passive cooling demand
[% of dimensioning LT losses]
MTC cooling demand
[% of dimensioning MT losses]
HTC cooling demand
[% of dimensioning HT losses]

A (active,
high load)
Hot
±0

A (active,
part load)
Hot
+1

A (passive)

B

C

Normal
±0

Hot
±0

Normal
±0

±0

-3

±0

±0

±0

±0

-4

±0

-

-

100
100
100
64

38
72
100
47

100
100
100
-

100
100
64

100
100
-

-

-

64

-

100

100

93

92

84

-

100

43

100

-

-
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Calculations are performed using MATLAB, where radiator behaviour is modelled with function scripts,
using linear interpolation in the data sources of Figure 15, Figure 16 and Figure 17. When the small and
large radiators are sharing the same coolant stream, flow distribution is following radiator size. This means
that 2/3 of the volume flow rate is assumed to enter the large radiator. Furthermore, a separate script for
each cooling system configuration is created. If HTC-MTC heat exchange is enabled, an iterative approach
is required to determine HT fan speed. The reason is that HT radiator fan speed may affect heat transfer in
both the radiators and heat exchanger, and the sum of the two (with appropriate signs) should equal HT
component heat losses. The fan speed starts at minimum value and is increased in small steps until sufficient
HTC cooling capacity is obtained. Calculated heat exchanger power is used as input data for the MT
radiator(s), determining their required fan speed. If heat exchange is disabled, fan speeds for each circuit
can be determined separately without iterative calculations.
Coolant temperature differences over components are calculated using Equation 1. Volumetric heat capacity
of water/glycol is extracted from Figure 13, while corresponding values for oil are taken from Figure 14.
Heat transfer in radiators and heat exchanger is modelled using Equation 2. Fan speeds and radiator
performance are determined using Figure 15 for the small radiator, Figure 16 for the large radiator and
Figure 17 for the HT radiator. HTC heat exchanger performance is obtained from Figure 18, and fan powers
from Figure 19. Heat leakage of coolant pipes and heat losses from pumps are assumed to be negligible.
Cooling COP of the active cooling system is estimated using Equation 4, where evaporation temperature is
taken from [51]. Condensation temperature and condenser fan speed for the reference system are taken
from [11]. For the liquid-cooled condenser, performance is given by [45] and [54]. Compressor and
condenser power are determined using Equation 5. The procedure is iterative, since condenser power and
condensation temperature mutually depend on each other. A guessed condenser power is used to estimate
condensation temperature, which is then used to calculate an output condenser power value. The guessed
power is increased in small steps until guess and output value correspond to each other.
The HTC, and hence the HTC heat exchanger, are considered not to be in use when there are no HT
component heat losses. For each calculation where the HTC is active, five valve settings are investigated: 0,
25, 50, 75 or 100 % of the MT coolant is led to the heat exchanger. For each case, the alternative giving the
smallest total power to fan and compressor (if applicable) is displayed in the results shown in section 2.6.1.
2.6.1 Results
Results obtained during the complete system evaluation are shown in Table 9 to Table 13 below. For the
cases with hot weather, the small radiator is not in use in the reference system. In results tables for those
cases, temperature and cooling demand of the small radiator are compared to corresponding values for the
large radiator in the reference system. For case C, the large radiator is not used by the reference system.
Consequently, temperature and cooling demand of the large radiator are compared to small radiator values
of the reference case.
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Table 9. Results for case A with active cooling and high load.

MTC flow share to HX [%]
Small radiator cooling demand
[% of large rad. reference]
Large radiator cooling demand
[% of reference]
HT radiator cooling demand
[% of reference]
Small radiator inlet temperature
[°C, diff. to large rad. reference]
Large radiator inlet temperature
[°C, diff. to reference]
HT radiator inlet temperature
[°C, diff. to reference]
Small radiator fan speed [% of max]
Large radiator fan speed [% of max]
HT radiator fan speed [% of max]
Condensation temperature
[°C, diff. to reference]
Total fan power [% of reference]
Compressor power [% of reference]
Total fan and comp. power
[% of reference]

Ref.
-

I
50
66

II
100
67

III
25
60

IV
45

V
45

VI
45

100

133

135

120

91

91

89

100

63

61

72

100

100

100

+8.2

+8.4

+3.8

+2.9

+2.9

±0

±0

+8.2

+8.4

+3.8

+2.9

+2.9

±0

±0

-13.5

-14.2

-10.0

±0

±0

±0

54
92
±0

65
65
71
+11.7

66
66
70
+6.4

70
70
77
-4.9

47
47
92
+6.4

47
47
92
+6.4

54
54
92
-4.9

100
100
100

85
120
100

84
111
95

106
92
100

98
111
103

98
111
103

106
92
100

Table 9 is displaying results for case A with active cooling and high load. For configurations I and II, fan
power is reduced substantially due to two main reasons: Heat transfer from the HTC to the MTC reducing
HT radiator load, and common radiators allowing the MTC to use both the small and the large radiator. On
the other hand, both configurations have higher compressor power than the reference case, due to increased
condensation temperature with the liquid-cooled condenser. Especially placing the condenser after the
HTC-MTC heat exchanger, as in configuration I, appears to give high condensation temperatures.
Configuration II has the most preferable results for this case, with moderate fan speeds and a power
reduction compared to the reference case.
With configurations IV and V, total power increases compared to the reference case. Total fan power is
almost the same, but compressor power increases due to the increased condensation temperature. On the
other hand, configurations III and VI have relatively low compressor power. This is due to low condensation
temperature enabled by the condenser placement right after the radiators. These configurations also suffer
from low radiator inlet temperatures, causing higher fan powers in order to obtain required radiator
performance. The reason is that the temperature constraint is placed relatively far from the radiator outlet,
thereby shifting the coolant temperature interval of the radiators downwards.
For configurations IV-VI, with HT radiators placed before the heat exchanger, the HTC-MTC heat
exchanger has to be disconnected to give sufficient HTC cooling capacity. At the fan speeds required, the
HTC oil is colder than the MT coolant at heat exchanger inlet, meaning that heat is transferred to the HTC
if heat exchange is enabled. The total heat addition from the HT component and heat exchanger would
then be higher than the HT radiator cooling capacity at maximum fan speed. With heat exchange disabled,
the cooling system behaviour is similar to the reference case, giving high HT fan speeds and uneven fan
speed distribution.
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Table 10. Results for case A with active cooling and part load.

MTC flow share to HX [%]
Small radiator cooling demand
[% of large rad. reference]
Large radiator cooling demand
[% of reference]
HT radiator cooling demand
[% of reference]
Small radiator inlet temperature
[°C, diff. to large rad. reference]
Large radiator inlet temperature
[°C, diff. to reference]
HT radiator inlet temperature
[°C, diff. to reference]
Small radiator fan speed [% of max]
Large radiator fan speed [% of max]
HT radiator fan speed [% of max]
Condensation temperature
[°C, diff. to reference]
Total fan power [% of reference]
Compressor power [% of reference]
Total fan and comp. power
[% of reference]

Ref.
-

I
42

II
42

III
42

IV
42

V
42

VI
42

100

85

85

84

85

85

84

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

-

+2.9

+2.9

±0

+2.9

+2.9

±0

±0

+2.9

+2.9

±0

+2.9

+2.9

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

68
32
±0

51
51
32
+7.2

51
51
32
+7.2

61
61
32
-6.4

51
51
32
+7.2

51
51
32
+7.2

61
61
32
-6.4

100
100
100

63
113
91

63
113
91

103
88
95

63
113
91

63
113
91

103
88
95

In Table 10, results are shown for case A with passive cooling and part load. For all configurations, the
lowest power sum is obtained with heat exchange disabled. If heat exchange would be enabled, most of the
HTC losses would be transferred to the MTC, resulting in relatively high HT fan speeds and high power
consumption. At part load, HTC-MTC heat exchange appears to increase fan speed differences and fan
power consumption.
Configurations I, II, IV, and V show equal power consumption reductions compared to the reference
system, even though compressor power is higher. The reason is the common radiators, which significantly
reduce total fan power. For configurations III and VI, almost the entire compressor power savings are offset
by increased fan power. The position of the temperature constraint leads to lower radiator inlet temperatures
and higher fan speeds compared to the other configurations.
Table 11. Results for case A with passive cooling.

MTC flow share to HX [%]
Small radiator cooling demand
[% of reference]
Large radiator cooling demand
[% of reference]
HT radiator cooling demand
[% of reference]
Small radiator inlet temperature
[°C, diff. to reference]
Large radiator inlet temperature
[°C, diff. to reference]
HT radiator inlet temperature
[°C, diff. to reference]
Small radiator fan speed [% of max]
Large radiator fan speed [% of max]
HT radiator fan speed [% of max]
Total fan power [% of reference]

Ref.
100

I
100
100

II
100
100

III
100
100

IV
100

V
100

VI
100

100

181

181

181

100

100

100

100

56

56

56

100

100

100

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

+6.1

+6.1

+6.1

±0

±0

±0

±0

-16.1

-16.1

-16.1

±0

±0

±0

37
25
53
100

37
42
36
74

37
42
36
74

37
42
36
74

37
25
53
100

37
25
53
100

37
25
53
100
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Results for case A with passive cooling can be seen in Table 11. As in Table 9, configurations IV-VI can’t
utilize HTC-MTC heat exchange since this overloads HT radiators. Consequently, these configurations act
like three separate circuits and have the same power consumption as the reference system. Configurations
I-III benefit from utilizing heat exchange, which reduces fan speed differences and total fan power
consumption. HT radiator inlet temperature decreases due to the heat exchanger, but the reduced radiator
load means that lower fan speed is allowed even though inlet temperature difference is smaller. The large
radiator fan speed increase is lower than the HT fan speed decrease, which has two main reasons: Large
radiator inlet temperature is increased by the heat exchanger, and more heat is shifted to the water/glycol
coolant, which has higher specific heat capacity than oil.
Table 12. Results for case B.

MTC flow share to HX [%]
Small radiator cooling demand
[% of large rad. reference]
Large radiator cooling demand
[% of reference]
HT radiator cooling demand
[% of reference]
Small radiator inlet temperature
[°C, diff. to large rad. reference]
Large radiator inlet temperature
[°C, diff. to reference]
HT radiator inlet temperature
[°C, diff. to reference]
Small radiator fan speed [% of max]
Large radiator fan speed [% of max]
HT radiator fan speed [% of max]
Condensation temperature
[°C, diff. to reference]
Total fan power [% of reference]
Compressor power [% of reference]
Total fan and comp. power
[% of reference]

Ref.
-

I
48

II
48

III
47

IV
48

V
48

VI
47

100

96

96

94

96

96

94

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

+2.9

+2.9

±0

+2.9

+2.9

±0

±0

+2.9

+2.9

±0

+2.9

+2.9

±0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

43
±0

40
40
+6.4

40
40
+6.4

45
45
-3.5

40
40
+6.4

40
40
+6.4

45
45
-3.5

100
100
100

95
111
109

95
111
109

132
94
99

95
111
109

95
111
109

132
94
99

Table 12 displays results for case B. Four of the configurations have higher power consumption than the
reference case. The main reason is the increase in condensation temperature, and thus compressor power,
with the liquid-cooled condenser. This shows the drawback of a liquid-cooled condenser, but the advantages
are reduced weight, cost and number of parts. Configurations III and VI have the lowest power
consumption. In this case, where compressor power constitutes the largest part of total power, low
condensation temperature turns out to be beneficial.
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Table 13. Results for case C.

MTC flow share to HX [%]
Small radiator cooling demand
[% of reference]
Large radiator cooling demand
[% of small rad. reference]
HT radiator cooling demand
[% of reference]
Small radiator inlet temperature
[°C, diff. to reference]
Large radiator inlet temperature
[°C, diff. to small rad. reference]
HT radiator inlet temperature
[°C, diff. to reference]
Small radiator fan speed [% of max]
Large radiator fan speed [% of max]
HT radiator fan speed [% of max]
Total fan power [% of reference]

Ref.
100

I
34

II
34

III
34

IV
34

V
34

VI
34

-

66

66

66

66

66

66

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

-

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

±0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

60
100

25
25
26

25
25
26

25
25
26

25
25
26

25
25
26

25
25
26

In Table 13, results for case C are listed. It can be seen that a substantial fan power reduction is obtained by
allocating two radiators to the LTC. Another important issue is noise, and the radiator sharing most likely
causes a notable noise reduction. It should be noted that the number of fans in operation increases, but they
are running at minimum speed, and the two radiators are not placed adjacent to each other. It’s not
implausible that noise levels at minimum fan speed are almost negligible.
2.6.2 System Selection
Out of the six configurations investigated, no. II and III are found to have the most beneficial properties.
The difference between them is the condenser location, which is after power electronics for configuration
II and before power electronics for configuration III. The only deviations in performance are thus found in
hot weather, when the active cooling system is in operation. Configuration II has its best performance
during higher loads (Table 9 and Table 10), with 4 % and 9 % power reductions, respectively. Corresponding
values for configuration III are 0 % and 5 %, respectively. However, configuration III performs similar to
the reference system at low load, while configuration II has a 9 % power increase (Table 12).
Configuration II can be recommended for a driving cycle consisting of mainly driving, with relatively high
continuous heat losses and few stops. During such operation, avoiding high fan power appears to be more
important than obtaining the lowest possible compressor power. On the other hand, configuration III is
more suitable for cycles with more frequent stops and low load operation. When fans are running at low
speeds, the compressor is the main power consumer, and thus a low compressor power should be
prioritized. Depending on the type of operation expected for the vehicle in question, either of these
configurations is suggested. Related circuit drawings are displayed in Figure 21 a) for high load operation
and Figure 21 b) for low load operation.
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Figure 21. Schematic drawing of suggested cooling system layout for a) high load operation and b) low load operation.
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3 Discussion
The LT-MT radiator connections are designed to enable fully flexible radiator allocation. Four different
operational modes are possible:
•
•
•
•

LTC uses both radiators
MTC uses both radiators
MTC uses large radiator and LTC uses small radiator (equal to reference system)
LTC uses large radiator and MTC uses small radiator (“inverted” operation)

The drawback is that four additional pipes are needed. A simplified arrangement using only two pipes is
also possible, but this configuration does not enable the “inverted” operation mentioned above. Conditions
where inverted operation is suitable can be managed using other modes as well, but with higher fan speeds.
The simplified pipe routing is shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22. Simplified common radiator connections.

The most demanding case with respect to cooling capacity is case A with active cooling and high load (Table
9). Even though this is an extreme case, MT fan speeds are only 66 % of maximum speed for configuration
II and 70 % for configuration III. This indicates a possible overcapacity, which means that radiator
downsizing should be considered. Since the LT radiator is already relatively small, the ‘large’ radiator (MTC
radiator) is an interesting candidate for downsizing.
Removing one HT radiator was indicated as problematic in section 2.5.1, but for smaller vehicles the case
might be different. According to data for a smaller vehicle in [44], the HTC should be dimensioned for a
cooling capacity of 87 % compared to the vehicle studied here. As shown in Table 1, maximum cooling
capacity with one radiator and a heat exchanger before the radiator is 89 % of dimensioning losses, which
indicates that removing the radiator could be possible for smaller vehicles. It should be kept in mind that
the liquid-cooled condenser was not considered in Table 1. A condenser after the MT components, as in
configuration II, gives a higher MT coolant temperature and thus reduces heat exchanger power.
Consequently, configuration III is recommended for a vehicle where HT radiator removal is investigated.
High HT fan speeds are likely to occur with only one HT radiator, and further research on noise is needed.

3.1 Literature Comparison
There are some differences between the results of this study and other systems described in literature. In
[52], the HTC heat exchanger is placed after the HT radiator, while a position before the radiators is
suggested in this report. The principle behind placing the radiator first is to reject heat at the highest inlet
temperature difference possible [45]. In this case, an internal heat exchanger is partly transferring waste heat
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to a colder liquid stream, thereby reducing the temperature at which the heat is rejected. However, it should
be kept in mind that water/glycol also has a higher volumetric heat capacity than oil, as shown by Figure 13
and Figure 14. This means that the temperature of water/glycol drops more slowly during heat rejection.
Consequently, the temperature difference to ambient air (which is the driving force for heat transfer) is not
decreasing as rapidly during heat rejection with water/glycol as with oil. According to the approximation in
section 2.4, an oil radiator has around 65 % of the performance of a water/glycol radiator at the same fan
speed and coolant flow rate. These properties are to some extent counteracting the reduced heat rejection
possibilities when heat is transferred from the HTC to the MTC.
As stated in section 2.5.1, arrangements with the heat exchanger after HTC radiators were found not to
manage dimensioning HTC losses. At high HTC load, the radiator outlet temperature is so low that very
little heat is transferred to the MTC, even if the heat exchanger is in use. With two HT radiators, oil
temperature may get so low that heat is transferred from the MTC to the HTC. Since the HT radiators are
already operating closer to their limit than the MT radiator(s), the heat exchanger does not contribute to a
more even load distribution in such situations. In part load cases, utilizing heat exchange from MTC to HTC
might be beneficial [45]. However, the results of this report are not clearly indicating how commonly oil
temperatures low enough for MTC-to-HTC heat exchange are occurring. With the heat exchanger before
HT radiators, as suggested in this report, MTC-to-HTC heat exchange will most likely be very uncommon.
Since the large radiator is found to have overcapacity (as discussed above), enabling MTC-to-HTC heat
exchange is not considered as necessary. When several valve settings were studied in section 2.6, the
arrangements with the heat exchanger after radiators were found to have their lowest power consumption
when the heat exchanger is not in use. Consequently, the results of this report indicate that a heat exchanger
after HT radiators is not preferable in the cases studied.
The condenser is located before MT components in [22], which was the alternative recommended for low
load operation in this report. Such configurations were found to give low compressor power, but higher fan
power. This is due to lower radiator temperature levels, caused by a larger number of components placed
before the temperature restriction. In addition, the heat exchanger power (if heat exchange is enabled)
increases when MT coolant temperature is low, thereby causing further increased MT fan speeds. In [22],
the active cooling system is integrated with the cabin AC system, which is likely to cause higher condenser
power and more frequent operation. Under these conditions, the arrangement used in [22] might have
benefits not captured in this report. Even though further work is required on this point, configuration III
appears to be beneficial if AC integration is to be implemented in the system studied here.
One possible reason for the difference between this investigation and other sources is that the vehicles
considered are not the same. This means that both the number of components needing thermal management
as well as driving patterns could be different. Consequently, cooling requirements related to maximum
capacity, radiator size and/or number are not always similar to this study. Another possible reason for the
deviations is the calculation methodology used, and further discussion on this can be found in section 3.2.

3.2 Uncertainty Analysis
The literature sources used for the literature study are primarily scientific reports and industry literature.
Scientific reports published in journals are carefully peer reviewed, and can be seen as providing the most
reliable and verified information. However, not all of the latest technical development within a field such as
automotive cooling systems is described in scientific literature. Due to commercial reasons, industrial
companies typically avoid making recent findings publicly available unless they are patented. By combining
scientific and industry literature, a more comprehensive basis of information for the suggested
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improvements could be obtained. The drawback of using industrial literature is the lack of peer review,
making the information to some extent less reliable. It should be stressed that all of the information gathered
in the literature study is used to formulate suggestions only. These are then evaluated numerically, and only
improvements shown to be beneficial are selected. Consequently, the varying degree of verification in the
sources used is not considered to have a significant impact on the final results of this work.
The systems described in literature are typically evaluated using transient simulations of driving cycles, while
this report considers steady state cases only. Transient calculations are a better approximation of real driving,
but they require a much more complex model. A realistic cooling system regulation strategy (i.e. controlling
flow rates and fan speeds according to varying loads) needs to be defined, which is beyond the scope of this
work. Some real operational cases could possibly be regarded as quasi-stationary, and cases B and C
mentioned in Table 8 are examples of such cases. The different variants of case A are more uncertain, since
these conditions occur during driving and don’t persist long enough for a true steady state to occur. Even
though the results of this report give indications about system dimensioning, transient simulations are
recommended for further elimination of uncertainties.
In the evaluation of preliminary suggestions (section 2.5), only one operational case was studied for each
suggested improvement. This implies a risk for incorrect decisions based on insufficient data. Several
operational cases should preferably be studied before decisions are taken. The conditions selected for each
suggestion were considered as the most relevant case for that particular suggestion, and the suggestions
discarded were relatively far from being beneficial in that case. It is unlikely that these suggestions would
perform so much better in other cases that they could be relevant for implementation, but further research
could provide a more comprehensive basis for decisions.
There are also some uncertainties related to input data used for the calculations. One example is the radiator
performance charts in Figure 16 and Figure 17, which are estimations based on data for the LT radiator.
The assumption of modelling a large radiator as two small radiators is supported by [47], and the oil radiator
performance scaling is reasonable according to [45]. Regarding installation effects, the built in resistance
might be different for different vehicles, even though differences are most likely not significant [45]. A
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis is suggested in order to investigate this issue. Continuous
testing and modelling will increase the accuracy of both input data and results.
Another example is the assumed 50 % Carnot efficiency. Constant values, independent of fan/compressor
speed, might not be a fully correct representation of reality. Total power is calculated as the sum of fan and
compressor power, and incorrect assumptions might alter the relative importance of the two power
consumption values. Changing the Carnot efficiency to 40 % or 60 % gives the same selected configurations,
which indicates that the efficiency of the vapour compression system is not of significant importance for
the results.

3.3 Sustainability
The improvements described in this work contribute to ecologic sustainability by reducing the vehicle’s
resource usage. Firstly, improvements that increase energy efficiency are lowering GHG emissions related
to the energy consumption of the vehicle during operation. Secondly, improvements that reduce the number
of components are decreasing the amount of resources required for constructing each unit of the vehicle.
Another important issue beyond the scope of this report is recycling of the components at the end of their
lifespan [8]. By considering the full life cycle of the system, the best environmental performance of the
vehicle may be reached.
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Some positive effects on social sustainability can be discerned. By reducing the cooling system’s energy and
resource utilization, emissions from energy conversion, industry production as well as raw material
extraction, refining and transportation, can be lowered. Even though none of the emissions is expected to
be completely eliminated, reductions could contribute to health enhancements in several regions of the
world. Reducing the vehicle’s fan noise during operation also has social benefits, since there are several
harmful health effects related to noise [56].
Economic sustainability may also be positively affected. By reducing the number of components used for
production, as well as power consumption during operation, both purchase and operating costs can be
reduced. In order to avoid long-term costs related to climate change, energy used for propulsion should
come from renewable energy carriers. The effects of fossil GHG emissions might otherwise bring significant
economic consequences, and a holistic view on both emissions and economy is very important to avoid
such a situation [57].
This report targets selected properties of a thermal management system, which constitutes a part of a vehicle,
the transportation system, society, and ultimately our common world. By suggesting minor but not
insignificant improvements, the author hopes to make a difference on a small-scale level, but also to
contribute to an ongoing transition process on the global level.
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4 Conclusions
This work has led to the conclusions listed below.
•

•

The following improvements are suggested for implementation:
o Liquid-to-liquid heat exchanger in high temperature circuit, with connections to both low
and medium temperature circuits. This enables both a more even load distribution at high
load, and oil heating during standstill in cold weather.
o

Pipe connections between low and medium temperature circuits. This enables LT
component heating using heat losses from other components.

o

Common low and medium temperature radiators, where both radiators may be used for
both circuits according to demand. This enables demand-based radiator allocation for the
low and medium temperature circuits, which reduces fan power and noise.

o

Liquid-cooled condenser in the active cooling system, cooled by the medium temperature
circuit. This saves a radiator and a fan, but increases compressor power consumption due
to increased condensation temperature.

The following suggestions are found not to be beneficial for the vehicle considered:
o Peak levelling using phase change materials. Even though the additional weight is
reasonable, fan power reductions are relatively small.
o

Waste heat recovery using organic Rankine cycle. Due to low temperature levels and limited
efficiency, recovered energy is very small compared to power consumption for propulsion.

o

Waste heat recovery using thermoelectric generators. Low efficiency makes it unprofitable
for heat recovery, and there are no synergy effects by utilizing reversed operation since a
vapour compression system is more efficient.

o

Four-way valve connecting low and medium temperature circuits. The claimed benefits
can be achieved by other improvements selected, and the difference in temperature levels
is too large for combined circuit mode to be beneficial.

•

Two cooling system layouts shown in section 2.6.2 (Figure 21) are suggested, and the difference is
the condenser position. For vehicles where a large share of high load operation is suggested, the
condenser should be placed after MT components, while a position before MT components is
recommended for vehicles with more low load operation.

•

The results are mostly consistent with literature, but a heat exchanger position after HT radiators
is used by some sources. Possible deviations are that different vehicles are considered, and that
partly different calculation methodologies are used.

•

The main uncertainties of this study are the representation of operational cases using steady state
values, and assumptions due to lack of input data. An uncertainty analysis with Carnot efficiency
altered by 10 percentage points showed that the same layouts would be selected even in those cases.
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4.1 Future Work
The following possible continuations of this work are suggested:
•

Further simulations with transient driving cycles as well as more accurate models and input data for
the specific components. This would be a suitable way of expanding the knowledge and verifying
the selected configuration. Practical testing is also recommended to obtain relevant data for
radiators, fans and the active cooling system.

•

Additional configurations and alternatives could also be investigated. For example, placing the
condenser and MT components on parallel branches could be considered. This would give both
branches a low coolant inlet temperature, at the cost of lower flow rates. If needed, the MT
components may be distributed between the two branches in order to get an even load distribution.

•

Further evaluation of the improvements suggested for future research in this report. Using a
common LTC-MTC expansion tank could be considered, as well as improving component
positioning to facilitate heat exchange and reduce pipe lengths.

•

Removing one HT radiator might be possible without getting insufficient cooling capacity, at least
for vehicles of a smaller size. This is a relevant issue for continued evaluation. Apart from cooling
capacity, fan noise should also be carefully investigated.

•

It should also be investigated whether a downsized MT radiator is sufficient with respect to cooling
capacity and fan noise. If AC integration is implemented, the situation might change on this point.

•

AC system integration is not covered by this report, but could bring further energy and weight
savings. In such case, introducing a chiller loop to enable heat pump mode should be investigated.
It is also recommended to utilize excess heat for cabin heating when needed. Since an auxiliary
heater is also needed for the cabin, removing the LTC heater could be considered.
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